It has recently been suggested that, in the field, ∼ 56% of Sun-like stars (0.8 M < ∼ M < ∼ 1.2 M ) are single. We argue here that this suggestion may be incorrect, since it appears to be based on the multiplicity frequency of systems with Sun-like primaries, and therefore takes no account of Sun-like stars that are secondary (or higher-order) components in multiple systems. When these components are included in the reckoning, it seems likely that only ∼ 46% of Sun-like stars are single. This estimate is based on a model in which the system mass function has the form proposed by Chabrier, with a power-law Salpeter extension to high masses; there is a flat distribution of mass ratios; and the probability that a system of mass M is a binary is 0.50 + 0.46 log 10 M/M for 0.08 M ≤ M ≤ 12.5 M , 0 for M < 0.08 M , and 1 for M > 12.5 M . The constants in this last relation are chosen so that the model also reproduces the observed variation of multiplicity frequency with primary mass. However, the more qualitative conclusion, that a minority of Sun-like stars are single, holds up for virtually all reasonable values of the model parameters. Parenthetically, it is still likely that the majority of all stars in the field are single, but that is because most M Dwarfs probably are single.
INTRODUCTION
The multiplicity statistics of Sun-like stars in the field have recently been re-evaluated by Raghavan et al. (2010) , using a volume-limited sample of 454 stars within 25 pc. They estimate that, for systems having a Sun-like primary, the multiplicity frequency is m S (M 1 = M ) = 0.44 ± 0.02.
1
The multiplicity frequency for systems having a primary of mass M 1 is defined as m S (M 1 ) = B + T + Q + ... S + B + T + Q + ... ,
where S is the number of single stars of mass M 1 , B is the number of binary systems having a primary of mass M 1 , T is the number of triple systems having a primary of mass M 1 , Q is the number of quadruple systems having a primary of mass M 1 , and so on. Implicit in the above statement is the fact that in reality one must consider a finite interval of mass, in order to have meaningful statistics.
E-mail: ant@astro.cf.ac.uk 1 Here the subscript s records the fact that m S (M 1 = M ) is a system-property. "(M 1 = M )" is to emphasise that -for practical observational reasons -the convention is to estimate m S as a function of primary mass, M 1 , rather than system mass. We use m S for multiplicity frequency, and not mf as is normal, because mathematical expressions involving a double symbol like mf are inevitably confusing.
Thus, the Raghavan et al. (2010) estimate of m S (M ) indicates that the number of single Sun-like stars exceeds, by a factor of 1.28 ± 0.08, the number of Sun-like stars that are primaries in multiple systems. This is not quite the same as the inference made by Raghavan et al. (2010) , "the majority ... of solar-type stars are single", and reiterated by Duchêne & Kraus (2013) "a slight majority of all field solartype stars are actually single", since it takes no account of Sun-like stars that are secondaries, tertiaries, etc. in multiple systems, only those that are primaries.
In the sequel we show that the majority of Sun-like stars may, in fact, be in multiples. To keep the analysis simple we consider only single and binary systems, so we are concerned with evaluating the number of Sun-like stars that are secondaries in binary systems. Consideration of higherorder multiple systems would only strengthen our conclusion by bringing into the reckoning additional components that might be Sun-like. Section 2 presents the model of binary statistics that we use, the ranges in which we allow the model parameters to vary, and the basic analysis. Section 3 presents the results, i.e. the fractions of Sun-like stars that are single, primary or secondary, and how these fractions depend on the parameter choices made. Section 4 summarises our conclusions.
MODEL PARAMETERS AND ANALYSIS
In order to model the binary statistics of Sun-like stars and estimate what fraction are secondaries in binaries, we need to specify the distribution of system masses, the fraction of systems that are binaries (as a function of system mass), and the distribution of mass ratios in binary systems.
We define the system mass to be M , and the masses of stars to be Mi, where i = 0 corresponds to a single star (hereafter a single), i = 1 corresponds to the primary in a binary (hereafter a primary), and i = 2 to the secondary in a binary (hereafter a secondary). In addition, we introduce the corresponding logarithmic variables where ≡ ln(10), we have
The mass ratio of a binary system is q = M 2 /M 1 .
The distribution of system masses
We assume that low-and intermediate-mass systems (µ < µ C , see below) have a log-normal mass distribution, as proposed by Chabrier (2005) , 5) where the subscript ln is for log-normal. Chabrier (2005) estimates that µ S = −0.60 and σ S = 0.55; the normalisation in Chabrier (2005) is different because he uses physical units. We assume that these values are accurate to ±0.05, i.e. −0.65 ≤ µ S ≤ −0.55 and 0.50 ≤ σ S ≤ 0.60. For higher-mass systems, M > M C , we adopt a powerlaw distribution of masses, with exponent α, i.e. 6) where the subscript pl is for power-law. It follows that
The default exponent is α = 2.35, as first estimated by Salpeter (1955) , and we assume this is accurate to ±0.35, i.e. 2.00 ≤ α ≤ 2.70. We require that the join between the two distributions be smooth, i.e. at µ C the distributions (Eqns. 2.5 & 2.7) and their slopes should be equal, so
With the default values of the model parameters, the join occurs at µ C 0.34, corresponding to a system mass of M C 2.2 M .
The fraction of systems that are binaries
Since the distribution of mass ratios appears to vary slowlyif at all -with primary mass in the range 0.2 M < ∼ M 1 < ∼ 2 M (Janson et al. 2012; Raghavan et al. 2010; Reggiani & Meyer 2013) , the fraction of systems that are binaries must depend on system mass in a similar way to the dependence of multiplicity frequency on primary mass, but displaced to slightly higher masses. We therefore assume that the fraction of systems that are binaries is given by
(2.10)
The justification for adopting this functional form is given in §2.6, where we also derive the default values of β 0 and β 1 , and their ranges, by fitting the observed run of multiplicity frequency, m S against primary log-mass, µ 1 (see Fig. 1 ).
The distribution of mass ratios
Estimates of mass ratios are sufficiently uncertain, and the samples subject to such severe selection effects, that the appropriate distribution is poorly constrained. A convention has emerged (e.g. Reggiani & Meyer 2013; Duchêne & Kraus 2013 ) that -at least in the first instance -the distribution should be fitted with a power-law (exponent γ), possibly with a minimum mass ratio (q MIN ). We therefore adopt the distribution
The default values are q MIN = 0.00 and γ = 0.00, i.e. a flat distribution with no minimum (e.g. Raghavan et al. 2010; Janson et al. 2012) . Finite q MIN reflects the possibility that Sun-like primaries may eschew brown-dwarf or very low-mass secondaries (the so-called Brown Dwarf Desert). We therefore consider the range 0.00 ≤ q MIN ≤ 0.10.
Regarding the range of γ, we adopt −0.60 < γ ≤ 2.00 (see Duchêne & Kraus 2013, and references therein) .
Negative γ means a preference for low-mass companions, and γ = −0.60 means that (with q MIN = 0) ∼ 50% of systems have q < 0.2. This might be appropriate for intermediate-mass and/or wide systems. However, the observational evidence for a predominance of such low q values may actually refer to low-mass tertiary components orbiting unresolved binaries.
Positive γ means a preference for a companion of comparable mass (or "twin", e.g. Lucy 2006) , and γ = 2.00 means that (with q MIN = 0) ∼ 50% of systems have q > 0.8. However, the observational evidence for a predominance of such high q values may reflect selection effects. It is mainly seen in systems at the extremes of primary mass, where the statistical limitations of the observational data are most severe, and our concern here is not with such extreme masses. Raghavan et al. (2010) 0.44 0.50 0.46 0.535 0.461 Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) 0.58 0.64 0.52 0.667 0.450 Table 1 . Column 1 gives the source of the estimate of the multiplicity frequency for systems with Sun-like primaries, m S M , and Column 2 gives the value of m S M . Columns 3 and 4 give the values of the parameters β 0 and β 1 in the expression for the probability that a system of given log-mass is a binary (Eqn. 2.10). Columns 5 and 6 give the fraction of Sun-like stars that are in binaries, b M , and the ratio of Sun-like secondaries to Sun-like primaries, f M .
The distributions of singles, primaries and secondaries
With these definitions, the mass distribution of singles is
the mass distribution of primaries is
and the mass distribution of secondaries is
(2.14)
The last terms in the integrands of Eqns. (2.13) and (2.14) represent, respectively, |∂P/∂µ|µ 1 and |∂P/∂µ|µ 2 .
Statistics
To obtain the binary statistics of stars having mass M , we set µ 0 = µ 1 = µ 2 = log 10 (M /M ) in Eqns. (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14), and evaluate the integrals numerically. The multiplicity fraction for systems having primaries of this mass is then 15) but the fraction of such stars that are in binaries is
We can also compute the ratio of stars of mass M that are secondaries, to stars of mass M that are primaries, 2.17) this is the fractional increase in the number of stars of mass M in binaries that derives from taking account of secondaries. The subscripts on b and f record that these are stellar properties.
6 A. P. Whitworth it is rather unlikely that the majority of Sun-like stars is single.
Other masses
If we accept the default parameters as a reasonable representation of the binary statistics of low-and intermediate-mass stars, we can estimate the fraction of such stars that is single. For example, for M?  0.70 M , 50% of stars is single. Thus most M Dwarfs are single.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a model to estimate the fraction of Sunlike stars that is secondaries in binary systems. Our model (which only considers singles and binary systems, and therefore gives a lower limit to the fraction of Sun-like stars that is in multiples) invokes a log-normal distribution of system masses (?) with a power-law tail at high masses (?); a flat distribution of mass ratios (e.g. ???); and the probability that a system with mass M is a binary, =0.50 + 0.47 log 10 (M/M ) .
We find that, even if the multiplicity frequency is as low as the recent estimate of ?, 0.42  m S (M )  0.46, and even if we vary the model parameters significantly from their default values, when account is taken of secondaries (and higher-order components in mutiple systems), the majority of Sun-like stars is probably in multiple systems. Our model predicts that the fraction of stars that is in multiple systems is a monotonically increasing function of stellar mass, and that the majority of stars with mass M? > 0.7 M is in multiple systems. Conversely, most M Dwarfs, and hence most stars overall, are single.
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µ 1 ⌘ log 10 M 1 /M (primary log-
Other masses
If we accept the default parameters as a reasonable representation of the binary statistics of low-and intermediate-mass stars, we can estimate the fraction of such stars that is single. For example, for M?  0.70 M , 50% of stars is single.
Thus most M Dwarfs are single.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a model to estimate the fraction of Sunlike stars that is secondaries in binary systems. Our model (which only considers singles and binary systems, and therefore gives a lower limit to the fraction of Sun-like stars that is in multiples) invokes a log-normal distribution of system masses (?) with a power-law tail at high masses (?); a flat distribution of mass ratios (e.g. ???); and the probability that a system with mass M is a binary, =0.50 + 0.47 log
We find that, even if the multiplicity frequency is as low as the recent estimate of ?, 0.42 Preibisch et al. (1999) , and Mason et al. (1998) ; the width of each box represents the approximate range of masses considered, and the height of each box represents the range of m S deduced. Note that, for the higher mass ranges (i.e. Kouwenhoven et al. 2007; Rizzuto et al. 2013; Preibisch et al. 1999; Mason et al. 1998) , there are only lower limits on m S . The lower (bolder) line is the best fit when we require the model to go through the Raghavan et al. (2010) estimate of m S for systems with Sun-like primaries; this fit defines the default values of the parameters β 0 and β 1 (see Table 2 ). The upper (feinter) line is the best fit when we require the model to go through the Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) estimate of m S for systems with Sun-like primaries; evidently this line fits the other data more comfortably.
2.6 Constraining β 0 and β 1
We identify the default values of β 0 and β 1 by requiring that the model (i) reproduce accurately the multiplicity frequency of Sun-like stars inferred from observation by Raghavan et al. (2010) , and (ii) reproduce as closely as possible the run of multiplicity frequency with primary mass derived from other observational studies by Close et al. (2003) , Basri & Reiners (2006) , Fischer & Marcy (1992) , Janson et al. (2012) , Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) , Kouwenhoven et al. (2007) , Rizzuto et al. (2013) , Preibisch et al. (1999) and Mason et al. (1998) . The resulting default values are β 0 = 0.50 and β 1 = 0.46, so the probability that a system of mass M is a binary becomes Table 2 . Column 1 gives the model parameters. Columns 2 through 4 give their symbols, their default values and their ranges. Columns 5 through 7 give the derivatives of, respectively, the multiplicity frequency of Sun-like stars, m S (M ), the fraction of Sun-like stars that are in binaries, b (M ), and the ratio of Sun-like secondaries to Sun-like primaries, f (M ), with respect to each model parameter in turn; all the derivatives are evaluated for the default values of the model parameters.
The corresponding fit to the observational estimates is illustrated by the lower (bolder) line on Fig. 1 . A brief discussion of this plot is appropriate. The model equations and default parameters describing both the distribution of system masses (i.e. Chabrier lognormal at low and intermediate masses, with µ S = −0.60 and σ S = 0.55, plus Salpeter power law, with negative slope α = 2.35, at high masses), and the distribution of stellar mass ratios (flat, γ = 0.00, with no minimum, q MIN = 0.00) appear to be the natural default choices; we will explore the consequences of varying the model parameters, both individually and collectively, in §3. The justification for adopting Eqn. (2.10) for the fraction of systems that are binaries as a function of system mass, and hence the choice of the model parameters β 0 and β 1 , is more adhoc.
From the observational data presented in Fig. 1 , it appears that, for −1 < ∼ µ 1 < ∼ 1, m S increases approximately linearly with µ 1 , and hence a linear relation between β and µ (i.e. Eqn. 2.10) seems the simplest option to explore. However, it is also clear from Fig. 1 that Eqn. (2.10) gives a much better fit when the Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) acceptance box is invoked for systems with Sun-like primaries (upper, feinter line) than whan the Raghavan et al. (2010) acceptance box is invoked (lower, bolder line). Even if the Fischer & Marcy (1992) and Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) acceptance boxes are discounted, the Raghavan et al. (2010) acceptance box is hard to reconcile with the others without introducing a more complex function m S (µ 1 ), for which the slope has a distinct minimum around µ 1 ∼ 1. Since -as far as we are aware -no physical explanantion for such a minimum has been advanced, we avoid this complication. It would certainly be convenient if, when in future the multiplicity frequencies for systems with non-Sun-like primaries are evaluated more accurately, the values are reduced (say by ∼ 20%) to bring them into line with Raghavan et al. (2010) , or if the Raghavan et al. (2010) estimate is revised upwards.
In this context, it is important to note that Sun-like singles derive from systems with µ = 0, Sun-like primaries from systems with 0 < µ ≤ log 10 (2), and Sun-like secondaries from systems with log 10 (2) < µ < ∞. In addition, with any sensible choice of the model parameters, the system mass function is falling quite rapdly with increasing µ for µ ≥ 0. Thus the important range of applicability of Eqn. (2.10) is 0 ≤ µ < ∼ 0.6. At low µ (µ ≤ −β 0 /β 1 , M < 0.08 M ), β has to be set to zero to avoid non-physical predictions, and this has the consequence that the multiplicity frequency falls to zero for µ 1 < ∼ − 1.3 (i.e. M 1 < ∼ 0.05 M ). The observed multiplicity frequency appears to be very low for such low-mass primaries (only one of the systems reported by Close et al. (2003) has M 1 < ∼ 0.05 M ), but it is probably not zero. We explore the effect of adopting model parameters that increase the multiplicity frequency of brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars in §3. However, it is important to note that the value of β at these low masses is irrelevant to the statistics of Sunlike stars, because a low-mass core, M < M , cannot spawn a Sun-like star.
At high µ (µ ≥ (1 − β 0 )/β 1 , M > 12.5 M ), β has to be set to one to avoid non-physical consequences. In fact the acceptance boxes due to Kouwenhoven et al. (2007) , Rizzuto et al. (2013) , Preibisch et al. (1999) and Mason et al. (1998) are all lower limits. At these high primary masses, the multiplicity frequency is an inadequate measure of multiplicity, because higher-order multiple systems become increasingly important at high primary mass, and the multiplicity frequency does not distinguish between higher-order multiples and binaries (Hubber & Whitworth 2005) . The pairing factor (number of orbits per system) or companion frequency (mean number of companions) would be more appropriate measures. In addition, the notion of high-mass field stars is fraught, because the highest-mass stars do not live long enough for their birth clusters to disolve completely into the field, and therefore many high-mass stars in the field are runaways, which have been ejected in violent N -body interactions, and therefore seldom, if ever, have companions. The multiplicity statistics for high-mass stars, which point to very high pairing factors and companion frequencies, tend actually to pertain to stars that are still intimately involved with their birth clusters. On Fig. 2 , the lines passing through the default solution show how the solution changes if one of the model parameters is varied. The arrow at one end of a line indicates the direction in which the parameter increases, and the symbol for the parameter in question is given beside this arrow. The lines for µ S , σ S and β 1 lie almost on top of one another; each of these lines extends approximately the same distance on either side of the default solution, and therefore the length can be inferred from the position of the corresponding arrow (the line for σ S is the longest, and that for β 1 the shortest).
RESULTS

The default solution
Over the range of system log-masses that contributes Sun-like stars, 0 ≤ µ < ∞, the mass function is decreasing with increasing µ, i.e. dN /dµ < 0. Increasing µ S and/or increasing σ S and/or decreasing α increases dN /dµ < 0, i.e. reduces the downward slope of the system mass function, so there are then more Sun-like primaries relative to singles (increased m S (M )) and more Sun-like secondaries relative to primaries (increased b (M )). Conversely, decreasing µ S and/or decreasing σ S and/or increasing α decreases m S (M ) and b (M ). Increasing α from its minimum value (α = 2.00) has an ever diminishing effect, because the switch from the log-normal system mass distribution to the power-law distribution occurs at ever increasing µ C (see Eqn. 2.8); consequently the line for increasing α does not extend far beyond the default solution on Fig. 2 , once α > 2.35.
Increasing β 0 and/or β 1 above the default values increases the number of primaries and secondaries, relative to singles, and hence increases both m S (M ) and b (M ); increasing β 0 has a larger effect than increasing β 1 because the binary statistics of Sun-like stars are dominated by systems with 0 ≤ µ < ∼ 0.6, i.e. relatively small µ. Conversely, decreasing β 0 and/or β 1 below their default values decreases both m S (M ) and b (M ).
Increasing q MIN and/or γ above the default values squeezes the distribution of systems involving Sun-like primaries towards the upper end of the available range (0 < µ ≤ log 10 (2)), i.e. down the falling system log-mass distribution, thereby reducing the number of Sun-like primaries. At the same time, it squeezes the distribution of systems involving Sun-like secondaries towards the lower end of the available range (log 10 (2) < µ ≤ ∞), i.e. up the falling system log-mass distribution, thereby augmenting the number of Sun-like secondaries. Consequently m S (M ) is reduced, but b (M ) is augmented. q MIN cannot be reduced below the default value, but decreasing γ below the default value augments m S (M ) and reduces b (M ). Table 2 gives the parameter symbols; their default values and prescribed ranges; and the partial derivatives, ∂m S (M )/∂X, ∂b (M )/∂X and ∂f (M )/∂X, where X is one of the model parameters (i.e. X ≡ µ S , σ S , β 0 , β 1 , q MIN , γ), and all the derivatives are evaluated for the default parameter set. Fig. 3 displays the distribution of solutions when the model parameters are varied simultaneously and randomly. This plot is produced by generating ∼ 1.8 × 10 9 different solutions (∼ 10 9 of which fall within Fig. 3 ). For each solution, the value of parameter X is chosen by generating a random Gaussian deviate, G, from a distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1, and then putting X = X O + G ∆X, where the values of X O and ∆X for each model parameter are given in Table 2 (Columns 3 and 4); with this procedure, ∼ 32% of parameter values fall outside the range X O ± ∆X.
If we consider all the solutions generated in this way (including those that fall outside Fig. 3 ), ∼ 21% of them give f < 0.50. However, the majority of these solutions involve very low values of β 0 , and therefore they also deliver m S (M ) < 0.42 (i.e. below the range estimated by Raghavan et al. 2010 ).
If we limit consideration to solutions that satisfy the constraints calculated by Raghavan et al. (2010) , i.e. 0.42 ≤ m S (M ) ≤ 0.46 (including those that fall outside Fig. 3) , then ∼ 3% of the allowed solutions give f < 0.50, because these solutions require both very low β 0 and very low γ. We conclude that it is rather unlikely that the majority of Sun-like stars are single.
Other masses
If we accept the default parameters as a reasonable representation of the binary statistics of low-and intermediate-mass stars, we can estimate the fraction of such stars that are single. For example, for M ≤ 0.70 M , ≥ 50% of stars are single. Thus most M Dwarfs are single.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a model to estimate the fraction of Sunlike stars that are secondaries in binary systems. Our model (which only considers singles and binary systems, and therefore gives a lower limit to the fraction of Sun-like stars that are in multiples) invokes a log-normal distribution of system masses (Chabrier 2005 ) with a power-law tail at high masses (Salpeter 1955 ); a flat distribution of mass ratios (e.g. Raghavan et al. 2010; Janson et al. 2012; Reggiani & Meyer 2013) ; and the probability that a system with mass M is a binary, β = 0.50 + 0.47 log 10 (M/M ) .
We find that, even if the multiplicity frequency is as low as the recent estimate of Raghavan et al. (2010) , 0.42 ≤ m S (M ) ≤ 0.46, and even if we vary the model parameters significantly from their default values, when account is taken of secondaries (and higher-order components in mutiple systems), the majority of Sun-like stars are probably in multiple systems. Our model predicts that the fraction of stars that are in multiple systems is a monotonically increasing function of stellar mass, and that the majority of stars with mass M > 0.7 M are in multiple systems. Conversely, most M Dwarfs, and hence most stars overall, are single. 
We find that, even if the multiplicity frequency is as low as the recent estimate of ?, 0.42 Table 2 ). The lines track the changes in m S (M ) and b (M ) that occur when the model parameters are changed individually between the limits in Table 2 (for example, when µ S varies from -0.65 to -0.55). In each case, an arrow at one end of the line indicates the direction in which the parameter increases, and the symbol for the parameter in question is always located beside this arrow. The lines for µ S , σ S and β 1 are almost exactly on top of one another. Since each of these lines extends almost the same distance on either side of the default point, their lengths can be estimated from the locations of the corresponding arrows; the longest line is for σ S and the shortest for β 1 . The two vertical dashed lines mark the range of m S (M ) deduced by Raghavan et al. (2010) . The horizontal dotted line is at b (M ) = 0.500, so all solutions abve this line represent situations in which the majority of Sun-like stars are in multiple systems. We see that no individual parameter can reduce b (M ) below this line without also taking m S (M ) outside the range derived by Raghavan et al. (2010 Thus most M Dwarfs are single.
We find that, even if the multiplicity frequency is as low as the recent estimate of ?, 0.42 6 A. P. Whitworth it is rather unlikely that the majority of Sun-like stars is single.
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